I think the American politicians do not know how to think and make wise decisions; yet, they know how to act wrongly
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Following Afganistan based US and its allied imperial states machineries withdrawal, the Afghanis diaspora, who are in the developed Western countries – including Australia and New Zealand appealing and making homages to the governments of those countries to bring or to let as many Afgans as possible to their countries.

As I watched at the Australian public forum discussion and debate on this issue, the impression that Afganis activists and their community in Australia supplicate/request; seems that countries such as Australia, America etc. must accept not only who are under Taliban threat for being agents and affiliates to the Westerners missions in Afganistan. Their argument sounds any Afghani/s who doesn’t or do not like and scared of the Talibans has/have to be authorized to the developed West.

For example, the population of Afganista is 30.04 million. If half or one third or one fourth of this population dislikes or hates or scared of the Talibans have to be taken to those developed nations

What I would like relate is that; at the collapse of TPLF, the Afghanis case may Apply to the Tigreans in diaspora, who claim that they are not Ethiopian unless the Tigrean rule Ethiopia. Pro-terrorist TPLF and anti-Ethiopia Tigreans in those developed countries, may possibly demand; for all Tigreans who abhor/hate Ethiopia and PM Abiey Ahmed in Ethiopia, to be able to migrate or drift to America and to other developed countries.

Due to the US and its Western coalition governments; encouragement and empowerment the terrorist TPLF unleashed a war against the territorial integrity and the national sovereignty of Ethiopia. Hence, the governments of these nations have responsibilities for any displacement and the influx of Tigrean and none Tigrean Ethiopian refuges

Both the Afganistan and the Ethiopian (terrorist TPLF) related massive human sufferings reflects the backfire impacts of the American politician’s poor political decisions, not knowing how to think VS knowing how to act wrongly.

A very mini synopsis about Taliban

Mujahedeen Afgan rebels in Arabic (Mujahidin). It means ‘Islamic revivalism’

They are members of guerrilla groups operated in Afghanistan during the Afgan war (1979-1992) that opposed the invading Soviet forces and eventually toppled the Afgan Communist government. Rival factions, thereafter fell out among themselves, participating the rise of one faction, the Taliban and an opposing coalition, the Northern Alliance.
The Mujahideen were at first poorly equipped, and they remained decentralized throughout the war holding much of the countryside, they mainly used animal transport against soviet motor transport. The quality of their arms and combat organization gradually improved, however as a result of experience and the large quantity of arms and other war material shipped to the rebels, via Pakistan by the United States. (Britannica.com)

US supported the mujahedeen which is the mother of or the spring board of the Taliban. Accelerated under Carter’s successor, Ronald Reagan, at a financial cost of US taxpayers sum of $3 billion (Wikipedia). The Taliban once consolidated power, it neither persuaded nor capitulated by US, instead became US hunter lucifers